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THIS TECHNICAL MANUAL
IS SPECIFICALLY developed
FOR USE WITH:
1. BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR”
2. BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM”
3. BITS4hair “THE BLEACHING POWDER”
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Colours are divided into Primary, Secondary and Terary Colours
Primary Colours (pure)
Are colours in their basic form (those colours that cannot be created by mixing others).
There are 3 primary colours:

Red
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Yellow

Blue
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Colours are divided into Primary, Secondary and Terary Colours
Secondary Colours (compound)
Secondary colours are formed by mixing equal parts of 2 primary colours:

Yellow mixed with Blue creates
the secondary colour
Green

Red mixed with Blue creates
the secondary colour
Violet

Red mixed with Yellow creates
the secondary colour
Orange
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Colours are divided into Primary, Secondary and Terary Colours
Terary Colours
Terary colours are combinaons of primary and secondary colours.
There are 6 in total:
1. Yellow/Orange
2. Red/Orange
3. Red/Purple
4. Blue/Purple
5. Blue/Green
6. Yellow/Green
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR”
The Colour Wheel
Looking at the colour wheel to the
right, you will see that the colours
on the right of the colour wheel are
“warm” or “hot” and the colours on the
le hand side of the colour wheel are
“cool” or “cold”.
The colour wheel is useful when you
want to correct colour and neutralise
tones.
For example:
1. If there was too much gold in the
hair we would use a tone containing
violet.
2. If there was a green tone in the hair
we would use a colour containing red.
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” Permanent Colour Technology
We blend the purest (over 99% purity) latest generaon colouring ingredients, creang a colour that oﬀers:
1. Absolute reliability
2. Tonal ﬁdelity
3. Vivid glowing colours
4. Stability over me
5. Uniform cover
The Perfect Formula
Acve ingredients acng in balanced synergy - colouring substances, hydrogen peroxide, ammonium peroxide*,
blending in a perfect formula which treat the hair with the utmost care ensuring that its structure is not damaged in
any way whilst delivering intense glowing colours.
*Ammonium Peroxide (HN4OH) a water based soluon containing ammonia gas and Technology Complex of carefully selected cosmec substances that round oﬀ the treatment , protect the hair leaving it strong and glowing.
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” The Ingredients & Effects
The Ingredients

The Eﬀects On The Hair

The Natural Extracts

Greater protec!on and strength

Ultra-pure Colouring Ingredients (pigments)

Longer las!ng, perfect colour

Ammonium Hydroxide

Total safeguard

Oxidant Emulsion

Greater protec!on, stability and oxida!on
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” The Numbering System

1 Ash
3 Gold
4 Copper
13 Beige
5 Mahogany
6 Red
20 Violet
7 Brown
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” The Numbering System
How to read a shade chart:
The 1st number of the shade indicates its colour level.
The 2nd number indicates the primary tonal value.
The 3rd number indicates the secondary tonal value.
When the 2nd and 3rd numbers are the same, the shade has an intense value.
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” The Numbering System
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Colour Level

Tonal Value

10 Lightest Blonde
9 Very Light Blonde
8 Light Blonde
7 Medium Blonde
6 Dark Blonde
5 Light Brown
4 Medium Brown
3 Dark Brown
2 Darkest Brown
1 Black

1 Ash
3 Gold
4 Copper
13 Beige
5 Mahogany
6 Red
20 Violet
7 Brown
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” The Colour Chart
Natural Series: neutral-base series (the predominant pigment is blue/violet). This is ideal for opmising grey hair as
gives a natural look colour with a dull overtone (highlight).
Intense Natural Series: cool based series (the predominant pigment is blue). This is ideal for covering grey hair
creang colours with an intense natural look.
Ash Series (.1): dull base series (the predominant pigment is grey/green). This is ideal for neutralising unwanted
yellow/orange overtones (highlights). To opmise grey coverage it needs to be mixed with the Naturals series.
Sand Beige Series (.13): dull base series (the predominant pigment is green/gold). This is ideal for neutralising
undesired yellow/orange overtones (highlights).
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” The Colour Chart
Ash Series (.1): dull base series (the predominant pigment is grey/green). This is ideal for neutralising unwanted
yellow/orange overtones (highlights). To opmise grey coverage it needs to be mixed with the Naturals series.
Sand Beige Series (.13): dull base series (the predominant pigment is green/gold). This is ideal for neutralising
undesired yellow/orange overtones (highlights). To opmise grey hair cover is needs to be mixed with the Naturals
series.
Golden and Intense Golden Series (.3 and .33): warm based series (the predominant pigment is yellow/orange).
This is ideal for achieving intense, natural colouring with golden overtones (highlights). To opmise grey coverage it
needs to be mixed with the Naturals series.
Mahogany Series (.5): warm base (the predominant pigment is red/violet). This is ideal for achieving colouring
with a mahogany overtone (highlight). To opmise grey coverage it needs to be mixed with the Naturals series.
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” The Colour Chart
Series Tropicals (.35), Tobacco (.34), Bronze (.45), Chocolate (.53): warm base series. This is ideal for achieving
bright, glowing brown colours.
Red Series (.6): warm base series (the predominant pigment is red). This is ideal for achieving very intense red colours with overtones tending towards red/copper. To op!mise grey coverage it needs to be mixed with the Naturals
series.
Copper Red Series (.4 and .44): warm based series (the predominant pigment is orange/red). This is ideal for
achieving very intense colours with overtones (highlights) tending towards red/copper. To op!mise grey coverage it
needs to be mixed with the Naturals series.
Tobacco Warm Browns Series (.7): warm base series (the predominant pigment is brown, copper gold). This is
ideal for colours tending towards glowing brown. To op!mise grey coverage it needs to be mixed with the Naturals
series.
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” The Colour Chart
Cool Browns Series (.78): cool base series (the predominant pigment is brown-blue). This is ideal for achieving colours tending towards cool brown. To opmise grey hair cover it has to be mixed with the Golden series.
Super Bleaching Series: this is ideal for achieving lightening by up to 4 - 5 shades. If mixed with Bleach Strengthener 000 it increases lightening by over ½ a tone.
Bleach Strengthener 000: a booster which contains no colouring substances. If mixed with the Super Bleaching
Series it will lighten hair by over 4 tones. When mixed with all the other shades it increases lightening by ½ a shade.
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BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM” Developer
Ammonium Hydroxide is the base used in BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR”.
Ammonium Hydroxide dilates the cucle of the hair and enables the colouring substance and the oxygen to penetrate the cortex (where the permanent colouring process occurs).
Ammonium Hydroxide releases the oxygen that oxidises the colouring substances.
Ammonium Hydroxide, in conjuncon with oxygen, triggers the lightening process.
BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM” developer is enriched with ultra-ﬁne waxes that protect the structure of the hair during the colouring process.
BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM” developer oﬀers perfect product stability and guarantees the precise quanty of oxygen atoms needed for oxidaon and/or lightening.
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BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM” Developer
The base consists of a complex of highly selected cosmec substances, including Panthenol, which ensures an emollient, ﬁlm-forming, condioning and colour intensifying acon, and Polyquaterinium-6, a highly substanve caonic
polymer which completes the treang acon protecng the hair.
BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM” developer is stabilised and its ph is in the acid range (2.5 to 3.5).
There are 5 BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM” developers available which are to be selected according to the desired
result:
1.5% (5 vol) NO LIFT
3% (10 vol) to cover white hair, tone-on-tone and darken
6% (20 vol) to cover white hair, lighten by 1 level
9% (30 vol) to cover white hair, lighten by 2 levels
12% (40 vol) to lighten hair by more than 4 levels
Mixing raon is 1 part colour to 1.5 parts BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM” developer unless using the Super Bleaching
Series then the mixing rao is 1:2.
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NO LIFT
NO LIFT has been designed to convert the BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” Permanent Colour to Demi Permanent Colour/Quasi Colour.

NO LIFT is enriched with waxes to protect the hair during the hair colouring process.
The colour result will last approximately 16 - 20 washes.
The rao for mixing is 1 part colour to 1 ½ parts of NO LIFT.
Applicaon should be made to dry hair.
If using on Virgin hair then the mixture should be allowed to sit in the bowl for a full 5 minutes prior to applicaon
to the hair to allow the mixture to become a non-permanent colour.
When using NO LIFT, a blend of coverage is achieved on any white hair. BITS4HAIR does not recommend that NO
LIFT is used on more than 50% white hair.
Development me is 15 - 20 minutes.
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” Mixing
BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” must always be mixed using a diluon rao of 1:1.5 i.e the contents of a tube of BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” (50ml) with 75ml of BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM”.
The Super-Lighteners are to be mixed using a diluon rao of 1:2 i.e the contents of a tube of BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” (50ml) with 100ml of BITS4HAIR “THE OXI CREAM”.
Observing the correct diluon rao allows the product to perform to it’s opmum.
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BITS4HAIR “THE COLOUR” Development Time
Depending on the treatment, the appropriate development me is needed.
Development Time

Type Of Result

15 - 20 minutes

Demi/Quasi Colour. Covering up to 50% of white hair.

25 - 30 minutes

Covering white hair. Tone-on-tone. Darkening.

30 - 40 minutes

Lightening by 1-2 levels. Covering white hair.

40 - 50 minutes

Lightening by 2-3 levels. Covering white hair.

50 - 55 minutes

Lightening hair by 3-4 levels.
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Diagnosis and Analysis
In order to achieve the target objecve it is important to analyse the hair to correctly determine the colour technique to be used.
1. The clients target colour.
2. The natural hair colour.
3. The clients cosmec hair colour.
4. If any grey hair is present.
5. If the target colour requires any liing, tone-on-tone or darkening.
This technical analysis needs to factor in the two main factors in order to achieve the target shade.
1: Evaluate the percentage of white hair to calculate the appropriate Natural Series to Fashion Shade rao.
2: Choose the most suitable developer to opmise the desired li.
In addion, it is important to take into account the condion of the hair and any previous chemical treatments that
may have eﬀected the porosity of the hair.
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Melanin Structure
Every natural shade has its own amount of melanin (concentrated in pigments) that deﬁnes the colour that it represents; this means that going from a natural light brown colour towards a very light blonde, the melanin in the hair
gradually decreases, progressively loosing its concentraon. Melanin is very important in the hair colouring process
as we are mixing the natural melanin which is already contained in the hair, with the cosmec colour to create a 3rd
shade.
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Remaining Melanin (Pigment) Chart
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Natural Hair Colour

Melanin Scale Concentraons

BLACK (1)
DARKEST BROWN (2)
DARK BROWN (3)
MEDIUM BROWN (4)
LIGHT BROWN (5)
DARK BLONDE (6)
MEDIUM BLONDE (7)
LIGHT BLONDE (8)
VERY LIGHT BLONDE (9)
PLATINUM BLONDE (10)

BLACK-BROWN
BROWN
BROWN-RED
RED
RED-ORANGE
ORANGE
ORANGE-YELLOW
YELLOW
STRAW YELLOW
PALE YELLOW
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Grey/White Hair Coverage
Natural hair is physically diﬀerent to white hair, therefore needs to be treated diﬀerently and is completely devoid
of melanin pigment.
1. Natural hair already has its own colour.
2. White hair is the result of a loss of melanin.
3. This lack of natural pigment gives the hair a dull, opaque and ﬂat appearance.
4. Colouring white hair means not only covering the white hairs but also achieving a glossy natural result.
To achieve perfect coverage it is important to follow some basic rules.
BITS4HAIR has two sets of shades speciﬁcally for white hair, the Natural Series.
These shades have been formulated to achieve the cosmec shade (level) required-total coverage of white hair.
Its colour is neutral and combines all the tones thus achieving maximum intensity of coverage whilst respecng the
desired tone.
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Grey/White Hair Coverage
It is important to:
1. Mix the desired fashion shade in equal parts with the appropriate Natural shade.
2. Choose the correct developer according to the desired degree of lightening required.
3. Very carefully apply the colour with thin secons.
4. Allow to develop for the correct length of me.
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First Time Applicaon Of An All Over Colour On Natural Hair
This technique is used to achieve an even colour result on natural hair in order to avoid excessive lightening at the
root area.
Direcons:
1. Divide the hair into four sec!ons, ear to ear and from the centre of the forehead down to the nape of the neck
(hot cross bun sec!on).
2. Star!ng on the back sec!ons (at the nape), apply colour to the mid-lengths through to the ends of the hair leaving a 1 - 2 cm gap at the roots.
3. Con!nue with the same method on the remaining sec!ons.
4. A"er ﬁnishing the applica!on leave to develop for approx 10 - 15 minutes then apply colour to the roots.
5. For a more even result it is recommended to use a developer lower than the one used for the mid-lengths and
ends, deﬁning the wai!ng !me according to the !mings chart.
6. A"er development !me, emulsify the colour well, rinse thoroughly and proceed with desired colour care shampoo and condi!oner.
For tone-on-tone or darkening, apply the mixture with 10 vol roots to ends in one single applica!on and leave to
develop for 25 - 30 minutes.
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First Time Applicaon Of An All Over Colour On Natural Hair
For tone-on-tone or darkening, apply the mixture with 10 vol roots to ends in one single applicaon and leave to
develop for 25 - 30 minutes.
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Colouring Roots
Direcons:
1. Divide hair into four secons.
2. Apply mixture to the root area starng with the back secons.
3. If there is colour fade present, for up to 1 tone of loss work up an emulsion using the colour applied to the roots
on the lengths and ends for the last 5 minutes of the full development me.
4. For fade of 1 - 2 tones leave to develop for the last 10 minutes of the full development me.
5. For fade greater than 2 tones prepare a mixture containing the fashion tone only with 10 vol (3%) with a rao of
1:2 (1 part colour to 2 parts developer) and apply to the mid-lengths and ends for the last 10 minutes.
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Re-Pigmentaon
What is it?
It is a technical treatment that allows us to reconstruct cosmec and natural colours. It returns the cosmec pigment to the hair that has been lost to natural or cosmec causes (lightening, bleaching etc).
When is it necessary?
Whenever we need to darken hair by more than 3 levels. It is required when we need to rebuild colour in a stable
and long lasng way to avoid green/grey tones. Re-pigmentaon should always be completed using a warm reﬂect
(gold, copper and red), the shade chosen should chooses taking into consideraon the ﬁnal result required and
should always be one to two shades lighter than the target level.
The mix:
Mix your shade with 10 vol developer (3%) using a diluon rao of 1:2 (1 part nt to 2 parts developer), 1:3 for
highly sensised, porous hair.
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Re-Pigmentaon Chart
To achieve the results with a COPPER, RED AND MAHOGANY reﬂect, the level shown in the diagram must be replaced with the shade consistent with the desired result i,e use a copper mixture for a copper result.

Target

Currently Blonde

Currently Light
Blonde

Currently Very
Light Blonde

Currently Bleached
Pla!num

Level 1-4

5/3

5/3

5/4

5/4

Level 5

6/34

6/34

6/4

6/4

6/34

6/34

6/34

7/34

7/34

Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

8/34
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Re-Pigmentaon
Instrucons:
Re-pigmentaon should be performed prior to the applicaon of the target colour and used to darken very lightened hair with no need to colour the roots, proceed as follows.
1. Apply the mix carefully to the areas that need to be darkened, develop for 10 - 15 minutes.
2. Rinse well and remove excess water from the hair.
3. Prepare new mixture using the desired shade with 10 vol (3%) developer and apply from root through midlengths and end and allow to develop.
4. Once the development me is completed rinse well and proceed with reconstrucng backwash treatments.
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Pre-Pigmentaon
What is it?
It is a preliminary treatment used prior to the applicaon of target colour and is designed to prepare white hair to
receive the cosmec colour in order to obtain a uniform ﬁnal result.
When is it necessary?
Where there is a high percentage of white hair (usually around the temple area) that can be resistant to colour.
The pre-pigmentaon technique is designed to change the alkalinity of the hair resulng in the cucles expanding,
allowing the colouring substance to be placed in parcularly resistant areas.
The mix:
Pre-pigmentaon is performed using pure colour (undiluted with developer) one level lighter than the target shade.
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Pre-Pigmentaon
Instrucons:
1. Idenfy speciﬁc areas requiring pre-pigmentaon.
2. Using the desired Gold shade that is 2 levels lighter than target level apply directly from the tube massaging in
with ﬁngerps. Avoid applying directly to the scalp.
3. Do not rinse.
4. Develop for 10 minutes.
5. Proceed with usual colour applicaon process as per diagnosis.
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Tone Removal
What is it?
A technical process which is designed to eliminate unwanted colour reﬂecons from the hair (to change the reﬂect
from warm to cool and vice versa).
When is it necessary?
Whenever you need to change the tonality less than 1 shade. If more than 1 shade is required then you would need
to perform the decolorising process.
The mix:
A measure of BITS4HAIR “THE BLEACHING POWDER”, 60 ml of 10 vol (3%) and 10 ml of shampoo.
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Tone Removal
Instrucons:
1. Wet the parts of the hair to be modiﬁed and apply the mixture.
2. Distribute and comb through, constantly keeping under visual control.
3. Once desired level is reached, rinse thoroughly with warm water then shampoo and condion.
4. Connue with possible applicaon of target cosmec colour.
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Hair Decolourising
What is it?
A technical process to lighten natural or cosmec colour.
When is it needed?
When you need to remove cosmec colour from the hair and want to lighten it more than one level.
The mix:
1. Scoop of BITS4HAIR “THE BLEACHING POWDER mixed with 60 ml of developer.
Instrucons:* Divide the hair and apply the bleaching mixture directly to the parts to be li!ed starng at the nape
and working forward starng with darkest areas or over pigmented areas ﬁrst.
2. Timing will depend on the strength of developer used but it will be necessary to keep visual control.
3. Once the desired level is achieved, rinse thoroughly and shampoo. If hair has reacted to the li! more than necessary, the the re-pigmentaon process will be required. If hair reacted accordingly, proceed with target colour.
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Skin Allergy Tesng
How to carry out a skin allergy test:
1. Apply a 1p sized amount of the mixture (i.e colour plus developer mixed together) behind the ear or inner elbow
using a coon bud.
2. Leave for 48 hours without washing, covering or touching.
3. If no irritaon or rash occurs during this me then the test is negave and it can be assumed that the risk of developing a reacon will be much less than if the colour is applied to the whole of the head.
4. Repeat before each applicaon.
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YOU WILL LOVE “THE COLOUR”...

BITS4HAIR
Greater Manchester UK - M46 0SY

